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The Tibetan Book of the Dead: Awakening Upon Dying, with introductory commentary by
Dzogchen Buddhist master Chögyal Namkhai Norbu, is a new translation of the ancient text also
known as The Great Liberation through Hearing in the Intermediate State. Both a practical guide
and intriguing historical, cultural, and spiritual document, this new version incorporates recent
discoveries that have allowed for a better translation of previously ambiguous
passages. Revealing a set of instructions designed to facilitate the inner liberation of the dead or
dying person, the book provides a guide to navigating the bardo--the interval between death and
rebirth. Originally composed by Padmasambhava, an important Indian master of the eighth
century, the Tibetan Book of the Dead was concealed in Tibet until it was discovered in the
fourteenth century by Karma Lingpa, a famous Tibetan tertön (discoverer of ancient texts).
Describing in detail the characteristics and fantastic visions of each stage beyond death, the
book includes invocations to be read aloud to the dying person, to help his or her successful
journey toward the stage of liberation. Chögyal Namkhai Norbu's introduction clarifies the texts
from the Dzogchen point of view and provides a scholarly summary of the ancient material
based on his oral teachings and written works. In addition, material from several of
Namkhai Norbu's more recent written works and oral teachers have been added, including an
essay on the four intermediate states after death entitled Birth, Life, and Death. A full-color 16-
page insert of traditional Tibetan art highlights Tibet's unique aesthetic wisdom. 



THE TIBETAN BOOK OF THE DEAD“Chögyal Namkhai Norbu’s intention, specified in his ‘Note
to the Translation’ in a 1983 Italian edition, has been followed in the present volume: ‘Rather than
rendering the text from a strictly academic perspective, I have chosen an approach better suited
to a Western lay public that remains, however, true to the original.’ ”—Nancy Simmons, English
editor, translator, and founding member of the International Dzogchen Community established
by Chögyal Namkhai Norbu“The subtitle Awakening Upon Dying epitomizes the book’s basic
message that death is not the end, but a gate to spiritual freedom. Though The Tibetan Book of
the Dead has been translated a few times in the past, this welcome new edition is supplemented
by a brilliant and profound introduction by Chögyal Namkhai Norbu; traditional invocations at the
time of death; and three appendices about the signs of dying, practical assistance at that time,
and the symbolism of the deities appearing after death. Thus, this very practical book represents
a hands-on and comprehensive guide through the whole process of dying and the afterlife.”—
Karl Brunnhoelzl,author of The Center of the Sunlit Sky and The Heart Attack Sutra
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PrefaceTHE SUBJECT OF this book is the continuity of consciousness and the consequent
possibility of spiritual liberation during the process of dying and after death as understood in the
Tibetan Buddhist tradition, an explanation long famed in Europe and North America as The
Tibetan Book of the Dead. Contained in the present volume are two texts from a large collection
of teachings pertaining to that subject known in Tibetan as the Great Liberation through Hearing.
The cycle of the Great Liberation through Hearing, in turn, is itself included in a still more
extensive body of literature titled the Peaceful and Wrathful Deities: The Profound Teaching on
Natural Liberation through Recognition of the Primordial State.1 Translated from the Tibetan,
these two core texts as parts of the cycle of the Great Liberation through Hearing are titled An
Elucidation of the Intermediate State of Reality, Great Liberation through Hearing in the
Intermediate States and An Introduction to the Intermediate State of Rebirth, Great Liberation
through Hearing in the Intermediate States. They contain instructions designed to facilitate the
inner liberation of the dying or dead person by helping him or her recognize and make use of the
experiences that occur during three distinct phases: at the moment of death; during the
bewildering and prolonged postmortem stages; and on the treacherous journey into a new
existence.This book also includes three invocations that are traditionally read to the dying
person, followed by the Root Verses of the Six Intermediate States, which present the essential
meaning of these six states, namely, living, dreaming, meditation, the moment of death, reality,



and rebirth. Three appendixes that list signs of encroaching death, further ways to assist the
dying, and the symbolism of the deities that appear in the intermediate state of reality conclude
what can justly be considered a manual for spiritual realization at the moment of death and
during the afterlife stages, known as the bardo or intermediate state.These translations of the
core texts, the invocations, and the root verses of the six intermediate states are a revisiting of
those contained in an Italian edition titled Il Libro Tibetano dei Morti,2 a translation made under
the supervision of professor Chögyal Namkhai Norbu by a group of his students during a
Tibetan language and literature course that he taught at the L’Orientale of the University of
Naples in the 1979–1980 academic year. However, in some respects the present book can be
considered a new translation of the original Tibetan texts, since Tibetan editions that have
surfaced since 1980 have shed light on previously ambiguous passages, and because
improvements in the interpretation of Tibetan texts in recent translations have been taken into
consideration.A profound commentary by Chögyal Namkhai Norbu precedes and clarifies the
texts from the Dzogchen point of view. In its original form, compiled by his students from oral
teachings that he gave at a meditation retreat at Volpago, Italy, in 1980, it was included in the
Italian edition cited above. In addition, material from several of Chögyal Namkhai Norbu’s more
recent written works and oral teachings was added, particularly from an essay on the four
intermediate after-death states in Birth, Life and Death.3 Extracts from transcripts of meditation
retreats that he gave at Merigar in Arcidosso, Italy, in January 1992 and August 1998, as well as
at other times, also enrich the book.Since the fourteenth century, when knowledge contained in
these instructions on liberation in the intermediate states first came to light, the content of the
original texts gained vast popularity throughout Tibet and in the surrounding Himalayan regions.
The first English version of the Great Liberation through Hearing in the Intermediate States was
published in 1927,4 translated by Lama Kazi Dawa Samdup (1868–1922), then headmaster of
the Sikkimese Maharaja’s Boys’ school near Gangtok, at the request of Walter Yeeling Evans-
Wentz (1878–1965), an American-born and Oxford-educated anthropologist who also assisted
in the process of translation. Evans-Wentz had been given a woodblock print of these texts by
Major W. L. Campbell, purchased by the latter on a visit to Gyantse in western Tibet. This
pioneering translation was followed over the years by, among others, the free-flowing and
evocative version of Francesca Fremantle and Chögyam Trungpa;5 Il Libro Tibetano dei Morti,
cited above; professor Robert Thurman’s The Tibetan Book of the Dead: The Great Book of
Natural Liberation through Understanding in the Between,6 a translation that presents a
psychological and symbolic interpretation of the work; and, most recently, an exhaustive and
acclaimed translation by Gyurme Dorje.7The Tibetan Book of the Dead gained unprecedented
popularity in the West in the 1960s and early 1970s through spurring and satisfying the desire
for unconventional knowledge of the younger generations of that period. A considerable
contribution to the dissemination of Tibetan Buddhism in the West, the book can assuredly be
counted among the world’s great spiritual classics. Although its core knowledge first appeared in
the fourteenth century, modern scholars believe that the book as it reaches us today is a fluid



compendium of related texts from different historical periods. The collection underwent various
modifications and liturgical adaptations during the centuries that followed, and its present form
derives from its first single-volume compilation in the seventeenth century by rigdzin Nyima
Tragpa (1647–1710), a Nyingma master from whose work all extant editions seem to stem. The
common procedure in Tibet of adding various explanatory and liturgical texts as corollaries to a
particular spiritual teaching, over the course of centuries, with the intent of facilitating its
understanding and application, makes this reading of the volume’s history credible.Tradition
attributes the authorship of the Great Liberation through Hearing in the Intermediate States to
the eighth-century Buddhist master Padmasa bhava8 of Oḍḍiyāna,9 the famed mystic land,
purported source of many Buddhist tantras. Revered by Tibetans as Guru Rinpoche, the
Precious Guru, Padmasa bhava is traditionally celebrated throughout Tibet and other
Himalayan regions for his role in the propagation of tantric Buddhism in those lands, and he was
particularly important as one of the supreme masters who introduced the Dzogchen (Great
Perfection) teachings in Tibet. Although the authorship of the Great Liberation through Hearing
in the Intermediate States is attributed to Padmasa bhava, it should be remembered that he did
not create this teaching. Preexistent Buddhist sutra doctrines, tantric practices, and especially
ancient Dzogchen tantras10 belonging to the upadeśa series, such as the Great Secret Union of
the Sun and Moon and the All-penetrating Sound,11 undoubtedly formed the basis for the
teachings presented in this text by Padmasa bhava. These tantras contain lengthy and precise
descriptions of the death process and of after-death experiences that are closely related to the
mode of guidance of the deceased found in the Great Liberation through Hearing in the
Intermediate States.According to historical records, Padmasa bhava, whose thaumaturgical
powers were well-known in India, was invited to Tibet by King Trisong Detsen12 at the
suggestion of the Indian scholar Śāntarakṣita in order to subdue the forces opposing the spread
of Buddhism there. He accepted the invitation and taught extensively while in the Land of Snow,
in particular to a group of twenty-four principal disciples and to the king and his consort. He also
benefited generations to come in a way unknown until then, which must have been considered
strange at the time: he hid, as a protection from corruption and misuse, a vast array of spiritual
doctrines, concealed in different locations throughout Tibet and, remarkably, in the pure
awareness of the minds of his chief disciples. He prophesied that future incarnations of these
disciples would discover, at an auspicious time, these hidden spiritual teachings or termas.
Those who revealed these treasures at a later time came to be known as hidden-treasure
revealers, or tertöns. Among the most famous of these was a young fourteenth-century mystic
known as Karma Lingpa,13 whose exact dates of birth and death are unknown. The meditative
practices that form the heart of the Great Liberation through Hearing in the Intermediate States
teaching are considered to have been revealed by this tertön in his youth.Concerning the
prophecy about Karma Lingpa as a hidden-treasure revealer, Gyarawa’s text A Garland of
Jewels tells us that sometime in the eighth century, King Trisong Detsen, the translator Chogro
Lu’i Gyaltsen,14 and other individuals of the royal court offered Padmasa bhava a gold and



turquoise ma ḍala as a symbolic representation of the universe and entreated him for a teaching
that would liberate them effortlessly in their present lifetimes. In response, the master, warning of
the dark times that awaited Tibet, transmitted to them the Peaceful and Wrathful Deities: The
Profound Teaching on Natural Liberation through Recognition of the Primordial State, the
essence of all Dzogchen teachings, and then concealed it on Gampodar mountain in the Dagpo
region. He prophesied that an emanation of Chogro Lu’i Gyaltsen named Karma Lingpa would
discover this terma or hidden treasure in the future.Karma Lingpa’s father, the visionary Nyida
Sangye, was himself a tertön who had retrieved from Black Ma ḍala Lake in Dagpo a powerful
method of transference of consciousness to the pure land of Amitābha. Relatively little is known
about him, although the Secret Records of the Fifth Dalai Lama reveal that he was a student of
the second Zhamarpa, Khacho Wangpo,15 who in the hierarchy of the Karma Kagyü school was
second only to its head, the Karmapa. This association with the Kagyüpa16 may explain why the
term karma was affixed to his son’s name, generally true of those who follow the Kagyü tradition
or who are ordained as novices or monks in that school. In any case, as Dagpo was the
birthplace of Gampopa,17 the founder of the Kagyü school, the whole area became a
stronghold of that tradition, and whoever resided there adhered to the Kagyü school as a matter
of course. Nyida Sangye lived to an advanced old age, surviving his eldest son, Karma Lingpa,
by many years.The eldest son of Nyida Sangye, Karma Lingpa, the emanation of Chogro Lu’i
Gyaltsen, was born in a town called Khyerdrup in eastern Dagpo. The prophecy of
Padmasa bhava and auspicious circumstances converged when Karma Lingpa reached age
fifteen, and probably assisted by his father, he discovered a series of terma treasures, the
Peaceful and Wrathful Deities: The Profound Teaching on Natural Liberation through
Recognition of the Primordial State, on Mount Gampodar,18 located northeast of the Dalha
Gampo monastery. As is traditional with such discoveries, Karma Lingpa was meant to keep
these teachings secret until the prescribed time for their disclosure. This restriction exists so that
the tertön has a certain period to become familiar with the revelation, practice its contents, and
realize its fruits. It is said, however, that Karma Lingpa disclosed his revelation to fourteen of his
disciples before the just amount of time had elapsed, although he strictly forbade its
diffusion.Karma Lingpa’s destiny was not a fortunate one. A tertön relies on the rapport with a
suitable consort so that the bliss and emptiness he experiences in sexual union reawaken in his
mind the crucial indications related to the terma. Since uniting with the predicted auspicious
consort was impossible, Karma Lingpa chose another woman, a choice that for unknown
reasons caused widespread criticism among the local townspeople. This, along with the fact that
Karma Lingpa had allowed a section of the undeciphered yellow scroll19 of his terma to be seen
prematurely, were said to have been the causes that led to his untimely death. According to
another account, Karma Lingpa was poisoned by a consort and one of his attendants. Before
dying he proffered various prophecies in a trancelike state and uttered striking words about his
extraordinary level of realization. On the verge of death, he transmitted the Peaceful and
Wrathful Deities: The Profound Teaching on Natural Liberation through Recognition of the



Primordial State to his son, Nyida Chöje. After his death, Karma Lingpa’s father, Nyida Sangye,
and son, Nyida Chöje, became the lineage holders of his terma and its main propagators.
However, none of the later descendants of Karma Lingpa appear to have played an important
role in the teaching’s lineage, and its transmission developed outside his family.Nyida Chöje,
perhaps the only son of Karma Lingpa, was reputed to have been a highly gifted child, mastering
at an early age various fields of knowledge and in particular the Dzogchen teaching. By the time
he was seventeen years old, he was already imparting spiritual instructions and was expert in
conducting elaborate rituals. When Nyida Chöje left his home and traveled east to Longpo,20 he
encountered a Nyingma lama, Nyida Öser (1409 or 1421–?), an outstanding meditator and
scholar. Nyida Chöje recognized in him the spiritual teacher who had appeared to him in
prophetic dreams and became convinced that he was the destined third holder of the Peaceful
and Wrathful Deities revelation of his father. Thus he bestowed upon him the entire transmission
with the injunction to practice it for six years before revealing it to others.The particulars of the
life of Nyida Öser differ in various sources, although all agree that he was the son of a doctor. His
strong spiritual propensity beginning in childhood led him to adopt the solitary life of a hermit.
Later he studied with various masters and became the author of many treatises, unfortunately
no longer extant, with the exception of some texts contained in the anthologies of the Peaceful
and Wrathful Deities. Nyida Öser transmitted the Peaceful and Wrathful Deities, including the
Great Liberation through Hearing in the Intermediate States, to a monk from Kongpo named
Gyarawa Chökyi Gyatso,21 who became the fourth in the lineage of transmission of this
doctrine. He was born in 1430 in lower Kongpo in the Gyara family. At age five, following the
untimely death of his parents, he was placed in the care of his uncle, Lama Chödrup, the lama of
a small monastery called Tashi Menmo, probably affiliated with the Nyingma school. As he grew
up, Gyarawa exhibited a special gift in spiritual matters and studied an extensive range of
subjects, including the Kālacakra tantra and Dzogchen with teachers of various traditions. At age
twenty-one, following his uncle’s death, Gyarawa became abbot of this monastery. In the course
of time he was to play a decisive role in the wide dissemination of the doctrine of the Peaceful
and Wrathful Deities in central, western, eastern, and southern Tibet.Besides his root guru,
Nyida Öser, Gyarawa had other important teachers, including the sixth Karmapa, Thongwa
Donden (1416–1453), the famous treasure-finder Ratna Lingpa,22 and the second Gyalwang
Drugchen, Kunga Paljor.23 Gyarawa wrote commentaries and instruction manuals for the
performance of rituals belonging to the cycle of the Peaceful and Wrathful Deities as well as a
history of its early transmission titled A Garland of Jewels: A Short History of the Lineage.
Credited with the authorship of at least twenty-five texts that appear in various recensions of the
Peaceful and Wrathful Deities, he contributed greatly to the codification of the Peaceful and
Wrathful Deities body of teachings. According to Kongtrul Lodrö Thaye’s biographical accounts
of the lives of the major tertöns, titled A Necklace of Precious Lapis Lazuli,24 Gyarawa opened
the door for the propagation of this teaching in northern Tibet among the Nyingmapas and also
among the followers of the Kagyü school. The Gyarawa lineage was also transmitted to various



masters of the Nyingma institutions of Kathog,25 Palyul,26 and Dzogchen27 monasteries, as
well as to masters of other monasteries and schools, a dissemination instrumental in the
preservation of the Karma Lingpa termas. He also played an important role in the transmission of
the Great Liberation through Hearing in the Intermediate States, a teaching that, although
closely affiliated with the Peaceful and Wrathful Deities: The Profound Teaching on Natural
Liberation through Recognition of the Primordial State, represents, according to some, a distinct
tradition.28 Its transmission was preserved in its earlier history by the monastic hierarchies of
Dagpo Tsele Gong Og29 and Kongpo Thangdrog Ösal Tse,30 and thereafter by the successive
incarnations of Padma Lingpa31 at Lhalung Lhungrub32 monastery in southern
Tibet.Transmitted through the lineages of various masters, the termas of Karma Lingpa were
distinguished by their ample diffusion despite the brief life of their discoverer and became
established practices throughout Tibet, Bhutan, and other Himalayan regions, unlike any other
terma teaching of that time.33 In the seventeenth century, the lineage extended to include
Terdag Lingpa34 and a charismatic and controversial tertön from eastern Tibet, rigdzin Nyima
Tragpa,35 who assumed a prominent role in the transmission of the Peaceful and Wrathful
Deities teaching of Karma Lingpa. Born in Nangchen36 with a family lineage of accomplished
masters, Nyima Tragpa matured into an extraordinary visionary and a powerful exorcist. His link
with Karma Lingpa stemmed from the commonly held conviction that he was an incarnation of
the translator Chogro Lu’i Gyaltsen as well as of Karma Lingpa’s consort. His previous
incarnation was said to have been a Drigung Kagyü37 lama named Pholungpa Karma Samdrup
(1625–1697), a practitioner of the wrathful deity Trogma Nagmo.38 His father and grandfather
belonged to the Drugpa Kagyü school,39 and thus Nyima Tragpa was sent to study in a Drugpa
Kagyü monastery.Nevertheless, as is often the case with treasure finders, at an early age Nyima
Tragpa had visions of Padmasa bhava and developed an interest in the Nyingma school. As he
wished to study with a Nyingma master, he was sent to Dzogchen Padma Rigdzin (1625–1697),
who became his main teacher. He also became the student of Karma Chagme and the great
tertön Düdul Dorje (1615–1672), among others. Düdul Dorje, in particular, confirmed that the boy
was the incarnation of Pholungpa, and having taken a great liking to him, designated him the
holder of his own Vajrakīlaya40 treasure teaching. In 1668 he accompanied his root teacher,
Padma Rigdzin, on a pilgrimage to Tsari,41 and when his master undertook a strict three-year
retreat, Nyima Tragpa joined him, marking the beginning of his life as a yogin. Shortly thereafter,
he also began to teach, and his exceptional charisma inspired patrons to shower him with
adulation and generous offerings. This trend continued and was perhaps the cause of problems
he encountered later in life.His lively mind led him to journey throughout the various regions of
Tibet, Bhutan, Nepal, India, and western China, actively engaging with spiritual leaders, rulers,
and local people wherever he went. In Lhasa, for example, he became the teacher of Desi
Sangye Gyatso42 and of Tsangyang Gyatso (1683–1706 or 1746), the young Sixth Dalai Lama.
In eastern Tibet, Nyima Tragpa enjoyed the patronage of the royal families of Lingtshang, Lhari,
and most notably, the kings of Derge.43 He studied with numerous teachers during his travels,



receiving transmissions of the principal terma teachings of earlier masters, including Karma
Lingpa’s Peaceful and Wrathful Deities, with which he had a special connection.Nyima Tragpa
was the revealer of various terma cycles, and in particular of three cycles that appeared to him
during a three-year period of strict retreat beginning in 1687 at the Black Cave of Chagru. He
established these teachings as central practices in various monasteries, including Tagmo Gang,
his own seat. However, his termas were not placed in the Precious Treasury of Termas,44 the
famed and monumental collection of terma teachings compiled by the great Jamgön Kongtrul
Lodrö Thaye. This exclusion was probably linked to the disfavor Nyima Tragpa incurred in the
Kagyü school as the result of an incident involving certain officials and the tertön Yonge Mingyur
Dorje (1628 or 1641–1708), who was closely related to the Kamtsang or Karma Kagyü, a
principal Kagyü subschool guided by the Gyalwang Karmapa. Requesting an encounter with
Nyima Tragpa, Yonge Mingyur Dorje met with refusal and disrespectful treatment.45 Involved in
the intricacies of this incident might have been the jealousy manifested by the Kagyüs, provoked
by the lavish support accorded Nyima Tragpa by the king of Derge. Whatever the case, Nyima
Tragpa was clearly an influential figure in seventeenth-century Tibet and a powerful propagator
not only of his own transmissions and teachings, among which was the Peaceful and Wrathful
Deities of Karma Lingpa, but also of those of his masters. A further indication of his close
connection with Karma Lingpa’s zhitro teachings came when the tertön Ngari Padma Garwang
Tsal, while giving him various Dzogchen transmissions, prophesied that Nyima Tragpa would be
a famed holder of the Peaceful and Wrathful Deities cycle, and that with it he would benefit many
beings.In 1684, inspired by a vision he had while traveling in Nepal, Nyima Tragpa went to
Mindroling monastery46 to meet Terdag Lingpa, who, delighted with the encounter, appointed
him as the holder of his own terma, Yamāntaka, Destroyer of Arrogant Spirits. Nyima Tragpa
practiced the Yamāntaka teaching in secret and attained mastery of it, and he subsequently
became known as a powerful exorcist and a lama gifted with miraculous powers.Three different
lineages of Karma Lingpa’s Peaceful and Wrathful Deities converged in Terdag Lingpa, two from
Gyarawa and the third from lama Gonpo Dorje of Kongo, who had been a student of Karma
Lingpa’s son, Nyida Chöje. Padma Gyurme Gyatso (1686–1718), the second son of Terdag
Lingpa, transmitted the various lineages of the Peaceful and Wrathful Deities of Mindroling to
Nyima Tragpa’s son, Galse Orgyan Tenzin.47Eventually, Karma Lingpa’s teachings passed from
Mindroling to Dzogchen monastery. Orgyan Tenzin taught them to Padma Thegchog Tenpe
Gyaltsen (1712–1771), the first incarnation of his father and the third abbot of Tagmo Gang
monastery. Padma Thegchog transmitted the termas to the third Dzogchen Rinpoche, Ngedon
Tendzin Zangpo (1759–1792) of Dzogchen monastery, who preserved the texts of the Great
Liberation through Hearing in xylographic form in the mid-eighteenth century, perhaps for the
first time. This edition presented Nyima Tragpa’s textual arrangement of the Great Liberation
through Hearing in the Intermediate States found today in most editions of the text48 (as
exemplified in the bibliography). This xylographic edition was not actually compiled at Dzogchen
monastery, however. When the first Dzogchen Rinpoche, Padma Rigzin, founded Rudam



monastery, later widely known as Dzogchen monastery, he asked Nyima Tragpa to become its
first abbot. Nyima Tragpa declined this responsibility, citing an injunction in his own termas that
exhorted him to travel constantly. Nevertheless, Dzogchen monastery became the seat of Nyima
Tragpa’s successive incarnations.Elio Guarisco
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worsthorse, “stellar translation and a good selection of the texts. This translation and
commentary on the Bardo teachings is a good mix for those wanting to put them into practice,
especially if they have already received teachings on, and are practicing, Powa or Chö. The
casual reader of Tibetan Buddhist literature will likely be bored and anyone new to the Bardo
teachings will do well to start with Anyen Rinpoche's Dying with Confidence or Andrew
Holochek's Preparing to Die before tackling this text.As with any Vajrayana practice,
transmission from an authentic lineage holder is necessary and personal instruction a very good
idea.”

E, “I love to read others views on how it will be .... Interesting, I love to read others views on how
it will be when we pass.”

Jeffrey Martyn, “Worked for me. Cleared up some question I had and help me to correlate some
information.”

Best Interests, “For the open minded!. Love this book!!! It's perfect for my diversified
reading....this may be a little challenging for some and certainly if you're stuck in a dogma this
book is not for you!”

Charles, “Great Treasure. Not a beginners book. But one of the treasures of Buddhism. This
book will make you think differently about you place in the universe. If you are serious about
learning about this life and the cycle of existence this the book for you.”

M.S., “My personal favourite version of the tibetan book of the dead.. This is my favourite version
of the tibetan book of the dead. For me this one has the best translation and comments.”

Jack, “Wake up and die.. Commentary by Namkai Norbu illustrates our existential predicament
with clarity, compassion and efficacy. This translation must be included in any comprehensive
study of the classic book.”

Calin, “Info. The subject of this book is the continuity of consciousness and the consequent
possibility of spiritual liberation after death, as understood in the Tibetan Buddhist tradition, an
explanation long famed in Europe and North America as The Tibetan Book of the Dead. A partial
rendering of the complete cycle of this extensive work, this volume contains the translation of
several of the central texts, the two principal ones of which here included were originally entitled
An Elucidation of the Intermediate State of Reality, Great Liberation through Hearing During the
Intermediate State and An Introduction to the Intermediate State of Rebirth, Great Liberation
through Hearing during the Intermediate State (Part one).The translation of three invocations



(Part Two) which traditionally accompany these teachings and of the Root Verses of the Six
Intermediate States (Part Three) are also included. Part Four offers guidelines on how to assist a
person at the moment of death and beyond, and is followed by two Appendixes, concluding
what can justly be considered a manual for spiritual realization in the afterlife state.The
translation presented in this book is a revisiting of the Italian translation by Prof. Chögyal
Namkhai Norbu in collaboration with his university students, during a course given by him in
Tibetan language and literature at the oriental Institute of the University of Naples in the
academic year 1979-1980. The present book can be more properly considered a new translation
of the Tibetan text since knowledge contained in editions of the Tibetan text which have
surfaced since 1980 has shed light on ambiguous passages and since improvements made in
the interpretation of Tibetan texts by recent translations have been integrated.The profound
Introductory Commentary of Chögyal Namkhai Norbu which precedes and clarifies the texts
from the Dzogchen point of view is an elaboration based on an introduction compiled by the
master's students from oral teachings given by him at a meditation retreat at Volpago, Italy in
1980 and which have previously appeared in the Italian language (see below). Enriching the
present introduction is the addition of material from written works and oral teachings of Chögyal
Namkhai Norbu, particularly that of an essay on the four intermediate states in Birth, Life and
Death, Shang Shung Publications, Arcidosso, 2008. Extracts are also included from
transcriptions of oral teachings given by Chögyal Namkhai Norbu at Merigar (Arcidosso, Italy) in
January 1992 and August 1998, as well as at other times.”

J. van der Beek, “the Tibetan BOok of the Dead. Order and payment: Gefallt mir sehr.Time to
delivery: Gefallt mir sehr.Contition of book: Gefallt mir sehr,Vielen dank,Johan van der Beek”

The book by Paul Smith has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 26 people have provided feedback.
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